
OUR THEORY OF CHANGE



Why defining your
theory of change?

Why is it relevant?

When an organization is created with a clear impact purpose, defining its theory of change or logical model, will 
enable to observe and validate the different hypothesis of creating such impact through its outcomes, reflecting social 
and environmental value creation.

That is why, the goal of setting up an impact strategy is to better understand the challenge we face and tackle and 
the effects produced by our business model. The theory of change gives us the description of how the desired impact 
change should ocurre in a context and what can be the organization contribution. 
So, the first step to reach a desired impact is to define a logical chain of impacts and subsequent actions to succeed 
and produce them.

It allows to adapt
business models to 
increase the desired 
impact, while keeping 
economic viability.

Identify obsctacles and 
change pilars to reach 
desired impact.

It helps to frame
measurement and 
highlight clear and 
relevant KPIs internaly 
and externaly.



From activities to impact

Our Theory of change

Organizations 
take decision to 
generate positive 
impact or mitigate 
negative one

Our clients  learn, 
understand and 
know about their 
impact in their
value chain

INDIRECT

Sectorial synergies

Issues mapping

Internal and
external
positioning

Transparency
know-how

DIRECT

Knowledge 
generation 
through content

Didactic and 
practical 
training

Empiric
evidence 

Partnership with 
strategy 
implementation 

Triple impact tool 
linked to business 
model

From Leadership, 
organizations act 
with a desire to 
evolve their 
business models

Organizations are 
able to navigate 
and manage 
related complexity

Organizations 
evolve their
business model in 
order to solve 
global challenges 
while contributing 
to improve their 
environment

ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS OUTCOMES IMPACT



From theory to practice

How to design your theory of change

Current situation: problematic Desired transformation: impact Stakeholders: who is impacted and how

Our business model: activities Proof points: How are you
going to measure

Before starting designing your theory of change, you need to take into consideration and define these elements:

The focus needs to be double way: top-down and bottom-up:

Problem Solution

Design your initial 
impact hypothesis

Generate feedback from
your different stakeholders

Define your final
impact hypothesis

Theory of change



Each one of these elements as part of a theory of change needs to be to measurable to ensure a great execution:

 Activities: Actions deployed by your organization in its day to day, allowing to reach its short, mid and long terms objectives.
 Outputs: immediate effects, directly linked and caused from your activities.
 Outcomes: consequences in line with desired results and linked to an impact objective. 
 Impact: final result driven by activities, through aggregated sum of different outcomes. 

Template: building your impact

Key assumptions

How to design your theory of change

Beneficiaries

Mission/Purpose

ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS OUTCOMES IMPACT



Shall you need further information,
please ask us!

Una iniciativa de:

Made  with      from Valencia

Pedro Olazabal 
pedro@handsonimpact.es

Olga de Bergé
olga@handsonimpact.es

Laetitia Saint Maur
laetitia@handsonimpact.es


